140T Railway Recovery Cranes

The CCS 140 – 10T, 140 tonnes at 10

been delivered to INDIAN RAILWAYS since

metres radius capacity diesel hydraulic

1988. One is seen during commissioning

railway breakdown crane, ten units have

tests in India.

Over the years we have designed and built
heavy duty railway cranes with lifting
capacities ranging from 60 to 250 tonnes
for many of the worlds leading railway
networks.
Today our second to none technology and
practical expertise enable us to supply
diesel hydraulic cranes including telescopic
boom models and diesel electric cranes
and the Cowans Sheldon product range
now covers the important track
maintenance sector.

140T Railway Recovery Cranes
The CCS 140 - 10T is one of the most
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The latest state of the art technology for
hydraulic drives allows continuous and

A typical load chart is featured below.

smooth control of all movements of the
crane at the same time independently
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Powered swing type outriggers giving a
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long stroke jacks minimising packing.
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The latest electronic safe load indicator
system gives limitation of slew sectors
and overload protection.

The Crane may also be provided with the
following innovative features:
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A carriage tilting mechanism allowing

‘...designed and built heavy duty railway
cranes with lifting capacities ranging
from 60 to 250 tonnes...’

the crane to self level on canted track
thereby maintaining free on rail lifting
performance.
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